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EQ: Can the underdog, because of his very humanity, win?  
 
1. Hektor makes a fatal decision when he decides to remain outside the Skaian gates (6). 
  

a) Human causation brings about his decision (8) b/c ____________________________ 
 
b) Divine causation brings about his decision (125) b/c __________________________ 

 
2. The peacetime scene of the two sweet-running well springs (49) is _____________________ 
 
 with the brutal & violent happenings between Achilleus & Hektor.  
 
3. The image suggested by the epic similes used to compare Hektor & Achilleus (42, 92,211)  
 

is one of ____________________  and  ____________________ 
 
4. Achilleus superhuman, or subhuman, ____________________ leads to the threat of chaos.  
 
 a) The gods have been fighting among themselves (70).  Zeus’ thought of sparing  
 
 ____________________ threatens to plunge the ____________________ into disorder.  
 
 b) Does Zeus’ power have limits? (88, 116) ____________________ 
 
5. Hektor’s fate is largely decided by (88) __________________ loyalty to _________________ 
 
6. Zeus places 2 portions of death on his golden scale (112), 1 for Achilleus and 1 for Hektor:  
 
 a) Hektor’s portion is heavier b/c ____________________________________________ 
 
 b) Greek view of destiny: __________________________________________________ 
 
7. The weighing of lots is called ____________________ in Greek. Zeus’ action conceptualizes 
 
 what a human’s ____________________ (Roman “fate”) means.   
 
8. The gods too are ____________________, finally, to some more impersonal force (74,116).   
 
 ___________________ forsakes Hektor when his portion proves heavier.  
 
9. The Greek concept of dual causality -- the gods are:  
 
 a) ___________________________________ 
 
 b) ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c) ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. Deiphobos is what we call a _______________ of Hektor’s imagination (130).  
 

The Greeks see him as a ____________________ in disguise.  
 
 



11. Hektor is particularly moved by Deiphobos’ gesture of solidarity (135).  Deiphobos means:  
  

a) _________________________  or b) _________________________ 
 
12. Athene’s intervention suggests the limits of human understanding of ___________________ 
 
 Homer’s audience sees _______________ give Achilleus back his spear (179), and  
 
  make ____________________ good throw _____________________ (192). 
 
 We might say ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
13. Divine intervention in Book 22: a) (130) _________________________________________ 
 
 b) (178) _______________________________________________________________ 
 
14. Hektor is wearing ____________________ old armor (225), which was given originally to  
 
 ___________________ and then to ____________________, who lent it to  
 
 ____________________ (Bk 18 intro italics).  
 
15. Hektor pleads with Achilleus not to defile his corpse, but to give him his proper  
 
  _________________________  (162, 241).   
 
 a) Achilleus refusal of Hektor’s dying wish (248) suggests ________________________ 
 
  ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b) What type of man has Achilleus become? __________________________________ 
 
16. One of the worst threats in the poem, & the worst fear people express, is that a corpse (238) 
 
 be left __________________ and _________________, to be eaten by vultures & dogs. 
 
17. Achilleus abruptly shifts (288) from deliberating about ______________________________ 
 
 to concern with (289) _____________________________________________________ 
 
18. Achilleus’ evaluation of Hektor (296) serves both to:  
 
 a) _______________________________ & b) _________________________________ 
 
19. Two violations of heroic etiquette (273 & 297):  
 
 a) _______________________________ & b) _________________________________ 
 
20. Dragging Hektor’s body (297) is a symbol of ____________________  (the point?) 
 
21. In mourning Hektor (313), the people of Ilion are also mourning ______________________ 
 
22. A central idea of Book 22: the _________________________________________________ 


